Automatic Constant Flow of Electricity from Jumbo Urine
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Abstract: In domestic as well as industrial energy demands, electricity has been the most abundant source of energy. Various ways have been implemented to generate, store and distribute electrical energy as and when needed. This system is an electronics device working based on microcontroller circuits. It has consist a two solenoid valves source chamber and urine cell if we will get low voltage the electrolyte (elephant urine) will automatically change from source to cell box. Continuous use of natural recourses like fossil fuels in various ways has resulted in depletion of raw materials utilized for the generation of electricity. This has made man to look for more reliable and renewable sources for raw materials. Hence inventions and discoveries about solar power, and atomic power provided more energy sources.
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1. Working

Usage of renewable sources demanded a large area for installing the required apparatus to convert the energy into electricity, and hence is confined to industrial use alone. Solar power can be used to generate electricity on domestic basis, but in developing countries like India, it is very costly. This awareness made me think about a new and a much more simple way of energy conversion, using the basic science of electrolysis.

Electrolysis is a method that utilises DC to direct a non-spontaneous reaction. Commercially, electrolysis has great value as it is being utilised for the separation of minerals and elements from ores with the help of an electrolytic cell. The voltage used for electrolysis is obtained from decomposition of the electrolyte. Electrolysis is having a wide range of application including the production of chlorine, sodium hydroxide, sodium chlorate and potassium chlorate, trifluoroacetic acid through the process of electro fluorination, and is also used for the production of oxygen, hydrogen. This process is being utilized for creating decorative materials, and also for cleaning and preserving artifacts. It is also used to remove rust from iron or steel objects. The specific gravity of urine depends on the ionic concentrations which relates to the osmolality. A few of the electrolytic compounds found in urine are calcium, magnesium, potassium, and sodium.

The source from elephant’s urine is evaluated by chemical composition from this we perceived is when copper and zinc plates come in contact with uric acid more amount of electrodes begins by generating electricity. It is a heterocyclic compound of nitrogen, carbon, oxygen and hydrogen with C₅H₄N₄O₃. It forms iodine and salts known as urates and acid urates such as ammonium acid urates.

For the purpose of renewable energy liters of urine is collected for primary test put two different plastic pots with half litter each and connect those with wires and electrodes. We measure voltage as 1.1V to max 6.2V using multimeters. The electrodes are made of zinc and which act as a battery cell connecting wires with electrodes we found low voltage from urine after a while. The second test two liters of elephant’s urine provided comparatively high in output compared with first test using two metal pins with elephant’s urine results in more urine need more voltage. The fresh urine provides more voltage as 1V for certain cases. It is observed that the flow of electron occurs due to electrode and those pins as well finally it is found connection of wires must be good enough to get the desired output.

2. Controlling Unit

Advantages of Embedded System

Higher Performance: The integration of different Integrated Circuits reduces the length of the travelling route and time of data to be transmitted resulting in higher performance.

Lower Energy Consumption: Integration of various Integrated Circuits eliminates buffers and other interface circuits. As the number of components is reduced less power will be consumed.
Slimmer and more compact: Housed in a single separate package, the chips is smaller and thus occupy less area on the PCB. Hence products using embedded systems are slimmer and compact. System Design and Development.
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